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Abstract

• We measure a manager's risk-taking incentives as the total sensitivity of the

manager's debt, stock, and option holdings to firm volatility.

• We compare this measure with the option vega and with the relative measures

used by the prior literature. Vega does not capture risk-taking incentives from

managers' stock and debt holdings and does not reflect the fact that employee

options are warrants. The relative measures do not incorporate the sensitivity of

options to volatility.

• Our new measure explains risk choices better than vega and the relative

measures and should be useful for future research on managers'risk choices.



Agency problem: CEO, Shareholder , Debt holders

1.1 Key indicators

Salary structure: Debt,Stock, and Options

(Guay1999，Coles2006)

Risk choices: Stock Volatility,  Diversification…



Relative Leverage Ratio =

Relative Incentive Ratio =
The sensitivity of the CEO’s stock 

and option portfolio to a 1% increase 

in stock price (the “delta”) 

Relative Sensitivity Ratio =

Sundaram and

Yermack (2007)

Wei and Yermack

(2011)

1.1 Key indicators



The total sensitivity=the debt sensitivities + the stock 

sensitivities + the option sensitivities

The debt sensitivities    =

The option sensitivities =

The stock sensitivities  =

Financing sensitivity：sum the values of the changes in 

debt, stock, and options and assume that the CEO does not 

sell stock or exercise options.  (Book Leverage ) ( Lewellen’s 2006)

1.1 Key indicators



CEO敏感
性

公司敏感性

样本和变量
的描述性统

计
稳健性检验

敏感性与公
司风险选择
的相关性

1.2 Logical framework



2. Definition of Incentive Measures

2.1. Sensitivity of Firm Capital Structure to Firm Volatility



2.1.1. Estimating Firm Sensitivities.



2.2. Managers'Incentives from the Sensitivity of Firm Capital Structure to Firm 

Volatility

2.2.1. Total Incentives to Increase Firm Volatility.

2.2.2. Vega Incentives to Increase Stock Volatility.



2.2.3. Relative Incentives to Increase Volatility.

Jensenand Meckling (1976) suggest a scaled measure of incentives: the ratio of risk-

reducing incentives to risk-increasing incentives. The ratio of risk-reducing to risk-

increasing incentives in (8) is equal to the ratio of debt incentives (multiplied by −1) to 

stock and option incentives:

the relative sensitivity ratio.

If the firm has no employee options(M =0), the stock sensitivity is always positive and 

the relative sensitivity ratio (11) becomes

the relative leverage ratio



2.2.5. Example of CEO Sensitivities

The example CEO owns 2% of the firm's debt, 2% of the firm's stock, and 16% of the firm's 

options.

(5)Equity sensitivity, which is the sum of the stock and option sensitivities.

(6)Total sensitivity,which is the sum of the debt,stock,and option sensitivities.

(8)The relative sensitivity measure in column (8) is calculated following (11).

(9)The relative leverage ratio is computed by dividing the CEO's percentage debt ownership 

(2%) by the CEO's ownership of total stock and option value (roughly 2.5%).

(10)The relative incentive ratio,which is similarly computed by dividing the CEO's percentage 

debt ownership (2%) by the CEO's own-ership of total stock and option delta (roughly 2.8%).



3. Sample and Variable Construction
3.1. Sample Selection

We use two samples of ExecuComp CEO data. Our first sample contains

ExecuComp CEOs from 2006 to 2012, and our second sample, described in more

detail in Section 4.4, contains ExecuComp CEOs from 1994 to 2012.

Following Coles et al.(2006) and Hayes et al. (2012), we remove financial

firms (firms with Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes between 6000 and

6999) and utility firms (firms with SIC codes between 4900 and 4999). We merge

the ExecuComp data with data from Compustat and CRSP. The resulting sample

contains 8,600 CEO-year observations that have complete data.



3.2. Descriptive Statistics—Firm Size, Volatility,and Leverage



3.3. Descriptive Statistics—CEO Incentive Measures

3.4. Descriptive Statistics—CEO Relative Incentive Measures



3.5. Correlations—CEO Incentive Measures



3.6. Descriptive Statistics on the Difference Between Total Sensitivity and Vega



3.7. Descriptive Statistics on Sources of Variation in CEO Sensitivities



4. Associations of Incentive Measures with Firm Risk 

Choices
4.1. Research Design

4.1.1. Unscaled Incentive Measures.

4.1.2. Scaled Incentive Measures.



(1) ln(Stock Volatility) measured using daily stock volatility over year t + 1;

(2) R&D Expense measured as the ratio of R&D expense to total assets;

(3) CAPEX measured as the ratio of capital expenditures less sales of 

property , plant, and equipment to total assets; 

(4) The HerfindahlIndex, which captures revenue concentration across 

segments and is defined as the sum of the square of segment sales 

divided by the square of firm sales; 

(5) Book Leverage measured as the book value of long-term debt to the 

book value of assets. 

(6) ln(Asset Volatility) The natural logarithm of σ v, the variance of firm 

value, calculated using (A.3) in fiscal year t +1

Dependent variables



4.2. Association of Level and Scaled Incentive Measures with Firm Risk Choices



4.3. Association of Relative Ratios with Firm Risk Choices



4.4. Association of Vega and Equity Sensitivity with Firm Risk Choices—1994–2012



4.5. Robustness Tests        4.5.1. Endogeneity.



4.5.2. Changes in Vega, Changes in Equity Sensitivity,and Changes in Firm Risk Choices.



4.5.3. Convexity in Performance Vesting Awards.

We leave including the effects of p-v awards on risk incentives to future

work but provide a robustness test that our finding of the superiority of our

sensitivity measures to vega is not affected by this omission of p-v awards. To

do this, we estimate the risk-taking incentives provided by p-v awards

following the procedure described in Hayes et al. (2012, p. 186) and in their

related Internet appendix (Hayes et al. 2011).

In untabulated results, we find that adding the p-v award incentives does

not affect our inference. However, we caveat that our estimates likely are

noisy due to our assumptions and because of noise in our data on p-v awards.



4.5.4. Other Robustness Tests

the expected present value of future cash pay can provide risk-reducing incentives

(e.g.,John and John 1993, Cassell et al. 2012).By this argument, total risk-reducing

incentives should include future cash pay as well as pensions and deferred com-

pensation.To evaluate the sensitivity of our results, we estimate the present value of the

CEO's debt claim from future cash pay as current cash pay multiplied by the expected

number of years before the CEO terminates. Our calculations follow those detailed in

Cassellet al. (2012).

we attempt to reduce measurement error in the estimates by using the mean estimate

for a group of similar firms. To do this, we note that leverage and stock volatility are the

primary observable determinants of the debt sensitivity.

We therefore sort firms each year into 10 groups based on leverage and then sort each

leverage group into 10 groups based on stock volatility. For each leverage-volatility-

year group, we calculate the mean sensitivity as a percentage of the book value of debt.

We then calculate the debt sensitivity for each firm-year as the product of the mean

percentage sensitivity of the leverage-volatility-year group multiplied by the total book

value of debt.



Finally , our sensitivity estimates do not include options embedded in convertible

securities. While we can identify the book value of convertible securities, the number

of shares issuable upon conversion is typically not available on Compustat. Because

the parameters necessary to estimate the sensitivities are not available, we repeat our

tests excluding firms with convertible securities. To do this, we exclude firms that

report convertible debt or preferred stock. In our main (secondary) sample, 21% (26%)

of all firms have convertibles. When we exclude these firms, our inferences from

Tables 4–6 are unchanged.

4.5.4. Other Robustness Tests



5. Conclusion

We examine the relation between our measure of incentives and firm risk choices

and compare the results using our measure and those obtained with vega and the

relative leverage ratio used in the prior literature. Our measure explains risk choices

better than the measures used in the prior literature.

We also calculate an equity sensitivity that ignores debt incentives and find that it

is 99% correlated with the total sensitivity. While we can only calculate the total

sensitivity beginning in 2006, when we examine the equity sensitivity over the

longer 1994–2012 period, we find consistent results.

As previously discussed,we caveat that if performance vesting (p-v) awards

continue to displace traditional options and restricted `stock, eventually the

sensitivity measures we develop in this paper will need to be augmented by a

measure that includes the sensitivity of p-v awards to volatility.




